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Nematic shells are colloidal particles coated with nematic liquid crystal molecules which may freely
glide and rotate on the colloid’s surface while keeping their long axis on the local tangent plane. We
describe the nematic order on a shell by a unit director field on an orientable surface. Equilibrium
fields can then be found by minimising the elastic energy, which in general is a function of the
surface gradient of the director field. We learn how to extract systematically out of this energy
a fossil component, related only to the surface and its curvatures, which expresses a curvature
potential for the molecular torque. At hyperbolic points on the colloid’s surface, and only there,
the alignment preferred by the curvature potential may fail to be a direction of principal curvature.
There the fossil energy becomes bistable.
PACS numbers: 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Dk
I. INTRODUCTION
Nematic shells are (mostly undeformable) colloidal
particles coated with a thin film of a nematic liquid crys-
tal, whose rod-like molecules are subject to a degenerate
planar anchoring exerted by the solid substrate. This an-
choring allows the molecules to rotate freely on the local
tangent plane, but makes it hard for them to flip out of
that plane.
We still do not know whether the futuristic dream of
the all-optical computer will ever come true. For sure,
Ozin’s “colloidal photonic crystal metropolis” [1] is a nat-
ural technological evolution of Nelson’s “colloidal chem-
istry” [2], which envisioned replacing atoms with nematic
decorated colloids.
This may explain the recent surge of experimental
studies on nematic shells and their aim to produce dif-
ferent stable configurations with a tunable number of
defects, which in Nelson’s paradigm would replace the
atomic valence.1 See, for example, [4–12], only to men-
tion a few representative experimental works.
A number of simulation studies are also available,
which bridge experiment and theory [13–20].
Apart from the director elastic theories that will be dis-
cussed more closely below, as they form the background
of our contribution, theories from different lineages have
also been proposed; they can be broadly classified in two
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1 Nelson’s original contribution [2] showed that a spherical nematic
shell can become a tetravalent colloid. A similar construction
is valid for the wetting layer that surrounds spherical colloids
dispersed in a liquid crystal at a temperature above the nematic-
isotropic phase transition [3].
groups: the group of phenomenological theories formu-
lated in terms of an appropriate two-dimensional version
of de Gennes’ order tensor, especially suitable to the de-
scription of defects and their controllability [21–24], and
the group of molecular theories phrased within Onsager’s
excluded volume density functional formalism, duly ex-
tended to surfaces, which are also interesting for the light
they shed on the interplay between defects and density
depletion [25–28].
Luckily, there are excellent reviews that might safely
navigate the reader into the vast literature on nematic
shells [29–33].
Our contribution in this paper is placed within the di-
rector elastic theories of nematic shells, at the heart of
the debate on what should be the most appropriate form
of the energy. Two groups of theories have been pro-
posed so far: in one group, pioneered by [34], the only
molecular distortions that matter are measured within
the surface’s metric; in the other group, pioneered by
[35], the way molecules couple with the curvature of the
surface should also be accounted for in the energy bal-
ance. Theories in the former group are conventionally
called intrinsic, whereas theories in the latter group are
called extrinsic. An interesting third way was opened by
Selinger and his co-workers [36], who offered reasons to
subject to unequal weights these different sources of en-
ergy. Much in the spirit of this latter view, here we start
from an elementary, direct way to identify one component
of these energies, which we shall call the fossil energy be-
cause it is inextricably interwoven with the background
surface. Not surprisingly perhaps, we find in an appro-
priate rendition of Levi-Civita’s parallel transport the el-
ementary geometric tool that extracts the fossil energy
out of any proposed phenomenological energy.
This tool is more general than the application of it we
make to the analogue of Frank’s elastic energy. When
written in the frame of principal directions of curvatures,
2the fossil energy reveals itself as a curvature potential
for the torque acting on molecules and responsible for
their fossil preferred alignment. The clarity that may
be gained with this approach has an interesting conse-
quence: we predict that at hyperbolic points of the shell,
and only there, the fossil preferred alignment of molecules
may fail to be a principal direction of curvature. By sym-
metry, whenever this applies, the fossil energy becomes
bistable. The preferred alignments depend on the elas-
tic anisotropy, possibly only the anisotropy of the fossil
energy, in the dissociated approach of [36].
The structure of the paper is the following. In Sec. II,
we present our elementary way to construct the fossil
energy, starting from the notion of parallel transport,
which is recalled in a simple, but rigorous language. A
form of elastic energy is considered in Sec. III, where we
derive formally the associated fossil energy and represent
it so as to make explicit its nature of curvature potential
for the molecular torque. In Sec. IV, we study the general
equilibria for the curvature potential; their multiplicity
and stability is analysed at hyperbolic points of a shell,
where these properties become more intriguing. Sec. V
draws the conclusions of this paper. There we also discuss
in some detail where our study stands in the context of
many other similar ones. We also outline problems that
in our view could profit from the insights afforded by our
approach. The paper is closed by an appendix, somewhat
more technical in character.
II. PARALLEL TRANSPORT AND LOCAL
GROUND STATE
In three-dimensional space, the ground state of a ne-
matic liquid crystal, that is, the configuration for the
director n that realises the minimum distortion energy,
is easily identified: this is any configuration in which n
is uniform in space, no matter in which orientation, and
so ∇n ≡ 0. As is well known from the classical theory of
Frank (see, for example [37, Chap. 3]), the distortional
cost associated with the ground state in three dimen-
sional space is everywhere zero.
On a nematic shell, here represented by a smooth sur-
face S with outer unit normal ν, on which molecules are
constrained to lie subject to the only constraint that
n · ν ≡ 0, (1)
the ground state is not identified with equal ease. But
it is even more important to have a clear concept of the
ground state, as we shall see that it brings along a distor-
tional cost, not uniformly distributed on S , reminiscent
of a fossil energy, inextricable from its geometric back-
ground.
We start with the nearly obvious remark that∇sn ≡ 0,
where ∇s denotes the surface gradient, cannot be the
appropriate definition for the ground state of nematic
shells, despite the fact that ∇sn appropriately measures
the degree of distortion of molecules interacting in three-
dimensional space. The reason for this follows at once
from (1), under the assumption that both n and ν are
smooth unit vector fields on S . Differentiating both
sides of (1), we see that
(∇sn)
T
ν + (∇sν)n ≡ 0, (2)
where ∇sν is the (symmetric) curvature tensor of S . A
local distortion state with ∇sn = 0 would also require
(∇sν)n = 0, which in turns wants n to be oriented along
a direction of zero curvature of S , which may in general
fail to exist. On the other hand, at the points on S where
∇sn 6= 0, the two-dimensional layer covering S carries
a distortional energy, if seen from the embedding three-
dimensional space, because there the molecules with av-
erage orientation n necessarily fail to be parallel to one
another, disagreeing with the three-dimensional ground
state (as there cannot be any director field n∗ in space
that agrees with n on S and has ∇n∗ = 0).
Thus, we are presented with a clear task: given n at
a point on S , identify geometrically the least distortion
∇sn
(0) that can locally be compatible with this assign-
ment (and may well fail to be a gradient). We shall see
shortly below that a natural geometric tool to accomplish
this task is provided by Levi-Civita’s parallel transport.
The energy associated with ∇sn
(0), which by necessity
incorporates appropriate local measures of the curvature
of S , will be called the fossil energy. This is the energy
that according to our theory is stored in the local ground
state, which may be different at different points on S .
A. Parallel transport
Little new, if anything, can be said about a subject
that has been extensively studied for over a century. Al-
ready Cartan in his memoir [38] gave a lucid presentation
of the role played by Levi-Civita’s notion of parallelism
in Riemannian geometry [39]; there the distinction be-
tween what are now often called intrinsic and extrinsic
properties is admirably illuminated (though in a differ-
ent, more descriptive language). Here we follow closely
the kinematic interpretation given in [40] to Levi-Civita’s
parallel transport on surfaces. We build on much earlier
work of Persico [41], lately also revived in [42].
Let two perpendicular unit vectors, u1 and u2 :=
ν×u1, tangent to S be prescribed along a smooth curve
C through a given point p ∈ S . The triad (u1,u2,ν)
constitutes a movable frame along C constrained to have
an axis aligned with the surface’s normal. The movable
frame is parametrized in the arc length s of C and dif-
ferentiation with respect to s is denoted by a prime ′.
Letting t be the unit tangent to C , ν ′ is delivered by
ν
′ = (∇sν)t, (3)
but both u′1 and u
′
2 have an extra degree of freedom.
Elementary kinematics shows that
u
′
1 = ω × u1, u
′
2 = ω × u2, ν
′ = ω × ν, (4)
3where ω is the spin vector defined along C . Only the
component ω‖ of the spin vector tangent to S is pre-
scribed by (3) and the third of (4), whereas the com-
ponent parallel to ν remains completely free. Different
choices of ω · ν impart different spins to the evolution
of the movable frame along C . Clearly, the evolution
corresponding to the least admissible spin is obtained
for ω · ν = 0, which is said to characterize the parallel
transport of the frame. The least spin vector ω‖ is easily
obtained from (4) as
ω‖ = ν × ν
′. (5)
Combining (3) and (5), we easily arrive at
ω‖ = N(∇sν)t, (6)
where N is the skew-symmetric tensor associated with
the normal ν, so that
Nv = ν × v, (7)
for all vectors v. More generally, a vector u tangent to
S at p is said to be parallel transported along C if it is
rigidly conveyed by a parallel transported frame, which
amounts to prescribe for it the following evolution law,
u
′ = ω‖ × u. (8)
Let now n be prescribed at p. We want to construct
a distortion field ∇sn
(0), if it exists, that delivers in the
vicinity of p on S the same vector delivered by parallel
transporting n along all possible curves emanating from
p. This requires that the following equation
(∇sn
(0))t = ω‖ × n = −n×N(∇sν)t (9)
be valid for all unit tangent vectors t. Since, by (7),
n×Nv = (ν ⊗ n)v, (10)
for all vectors v, (9) is satisfied by
∇sn
(0) = −ν ⊗ (∇sν)n. (11)
This is the minimal distortion induced locally by the cur-
vature of S that would agree with the orientation n pre-
scribed at a given point p ∈ S . The reader should not be
misled by our (perhaps infelicitous) notation for the mea-
sure of minimal distortion, as in general this is not the
surface gradient of a field. As recalled in Appendix A, for
this to be the case, the surfaceS must possess zero Gaus-
sian curvature K, that is, it must be developable. For a
non-developable surface, ∇sn
(0) in (11) merely represents
a measure of local distortion, which cannot be globally
integrated.
Suppose that ∇sn is a genuine measure of distortion,
that is, the surface gradient of a local field n, not neces-
sarily in the form (11). We define
Dn := ∇sn−∇sn
(0) = ∇sn+ ν ⊗ (∇sν)n (12)
and attribute to it the meaning of an extra distortion, one
that comes on top of the minimal distortion compatible
with the value assigned to the field n at p ∈ S . Dn is
better known as the covariant gradient of n on S , as it
can be given an intrinsic representation, independent of
the way the surface is embedded in space.
To see this, we consider a frame (u1,u2,ν) that is
locally parallel transported on S . In this frame we rep-
resent n as
n = cosαu1 + sinαu2, (13)
so that
∇sn = n⊥ ⊗∇sα+ cosα∇su1 + sinα∇su2, (14)
where n⊥ := Nn. By applying (11) to both u1 and u2,
we easily rewrite (14) as
∇sn = n⊥⊗∇sα− ν ⊗ (∇sν)n, (15)
which combined with (12) shows that
Dn = n⊥⊗∇sα. (16)
The latter two equations have an interesting consequence:
they show that Dn and ∇sn
(0) decompose ∇sn into two
orthogonal components. Thus, Dn can alternatively be
obtained by projecting ∇sn on the plane tangent to S ,
Dn = (I− ν ⊗ ν)∇sn. (17)
Assuming that the distortion energy density W is
arising from the way molecules interact (and, as it
were, “see” each other) in the ambient three-dimensional
space, an assumption corroborated by the spin interac-
tion model studied in [43], we are led to consider W as
a function of the form W (n,∇sn). The least distortion
in (11) then identifies the local ground state of the sys-
tem, solely dictated by the orientation of n on S and
the curvature tensor of S . Computing W on the local
ground state we identify the fossil energy density, an en-
ergy that can be attributed to the curvature of the shell
and cannot be extracted from it, as long as S is thought
of as undeformable. In general, the fossil energy is given
by
W0(n,∇sν) := W (n,∇sn
(0)). (18)
We shall see in the following section that for the most
general W quadratic in ∇sn the orthogonal decomposi-
tion in (15), appropriately extended, will be reflected in
splitting W into the sum of W0 and an extra energy de-
pending only on the intrinsic measure of distortion.
III. ENERGETICS
We follow [44, 45] to obtain the two-dimensional energy
density W by a dimension reduction of Frank’s classical
4three-dimensional formula, viewing the shell as a thin
layer coating S . Denoting by Ki, i = 1, . . . , 4, Frank’s
elastic constants (see Chap. 3 of [37]), and by h the layer’s
thickness (assumed to be much smaller than the smallest
radius of curvature of S ), we easily arrive at
W (n,∇sn) =
1
2
k1(divsn)
2 +
1
2
k2(n · curlsn)
2
+
1
2
k3(n× curlsn)
2,
(19)
where ki = Kih, i = 1, 2, 3, and no saddle-splay energy is
inherited from the parent three-dimensional energy (see
[45] for further details). By Ericksen’s inequalities for
the constants Ki [46], all three reduced elastic constants
in (19) must be non-negative, ki ≥ 0. W represents the
elastic energy per unit area of S , and so all the ki have
the physical dimensions of an energy (whereas all the Ki
have the physical dimensions of a force).
A. Fossil energy and curvature potential
Here, primarily, we want to isolate the fossil energy
part of W . To this end, we first need to generalize the
gradient decomposition in (15) to the case where the
movable frame (u1,u2,ν) used to parametrize n in (13)
is not locally parallel transported.
This is achieved in a standard way by use of a spin
connection w, defined as in [47] by2
w := (∇su2)
T
u1 = −(∇su1)
T
u2. (20)
It follows from using the orthonormality conditions link-
ing the vectors of the movable frame that
∇su1 = −u2 ⊗w − ν ⊗ (∇sν)u1, (21a)
∇su2 = u1 ⊗w − ν ⊗ (∇sν)u2, (21b)
which clearly show the mismatch with the law of parallel
transport (11). Combining (21) and (14), we extend (15)
as follows,
∇sn = n⊥ ⊗ (∇sα−w)− ν ⊗ (∇sν)n, (22)
from which we readily arrive at
divsn = n⊥ · (∇sα−w), (23a)
curlsn = (∇sα−w)× n⊥ + ν × (∇sν)n. (23b)
From the latter equation, which for a unit vector field n
tangent to S is an orthogonal decomposition of curlsn,
it easily follows that
|n · curlsn| = |(∇sν)n× n|, (24a)
|n× curlsn|
2 = [(∇sα−w) · n]
2 + (n · (∇sν)n)
2.
(24b)
2 The spin connection w is nothing but the geometric vector po-
tential introduced by Nelson and Peliti [34]; see also [48] and [36]
for the use of this latter name for w.
Use of (24) and
(n · (∇sν)n)
2 = |(∇sν)n|
2 − |(∇sν)n× n|
2 (25)
in (19) delivers the following general representation for-
mula for W ,
W =
1
2
k1[n⊥ · (∇sα−w)]
2 +
1
2
(k2 − k3)|(∇sν)n× n|
2
+
1
2
k3{[n · (∇sα−w)]
2 + |(∇sν)n|
2}, (26)
which neatly reveals the fossil energy as
W0(n,∇sν) =
1
2
(k2 − k3)|(∇sν)n× n|
2
+
1
2
k3|(∇sν)n|
2.
(27)
For definiteness, we shall call the difference
W−W0 =
1
2
k1[n⊥·(∇sα−w)]
2+
1
2
k3[n·(∇sα−w)]
2 (28)
the distortional energy.
As already remarked in [45], in contrast with the pla-
nar case, a twist contribution arises if S is generally
curved. However, in our theory such a twist energy is
always a part of the fossil energy. Moreover, and more
importantly, as clearly indicated by (27), for k2 ≥ k3 the
fossil energy W0 is minimized when n is oriented along
the eigenvector of ∇sν with the least absolute eigenvalue,
but for k2 < k3 this is no longer the trivial minimizing
choice, and new interesting scenarios may arise, as will
be shown below.
Having established (26) for a general spin connec-
tion w, we can now afford representing n in a local
frame more geometrically telling, which is not necessar-
ily parallel transported on the surface. This is the frame
(e1, e2,ν), where (e1, e2) are the principal directions of
curvature, with (κ1, κ2) the corresponding principal cur-
vatures. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
κ21 ≤ κ
2
2. So
∇sν = κ1e1 ⊗ e1 + κ2e2 ⊗ e2, (29a)
ν = e1 × e2, (29b)
n = cos θe1 + sin θe2, (29c)
where θ is the angle that the director n makes with e1.
Making use of (29) in (27), we thus convert the fossil
energy density W0 into a function of θ, parametrized in
the principal curvatures,
W0 =
1
8
(k2 − k3)(κ1 − κ2)
2 sin2 2θ
+
1
4
k3
[
κ21 + κ
2
2 + (κ
2
1 − κ
2
2) cos 2θ
]
.
(30)
A representation equivalent to (30) was also obtained in
[49] (see their equation (5), then reiterated in (6.19) of
[50]), though not endowed with the same meaning.
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FIG. 1. Value of ξ defined by (34) as a function of the ratio
k = k2/k3 of the elastic constants and the ratio κ = κ1/κ2 of
the principal curvatures. In the lower part of the k-κ plane
where |ξ| ≤ 1, a stationary director orientation exists that is
not along a principal direction of curvature. This orientation
is stable in the region under the solid line where 0 < ξ < 1,
and it is unstable in the region under the dashed line where
−1 < ξ < 0.
In this form, W0 appears like the potential energy for
a torque on the nematic director, a torque that is not
imparted by external agents, such as a field, but which
stems from the curvature of the shell. Having this inter-
pretation in mind, we shall refer toW0 in (30) as the cur-
vature potential. Its equilibria are the orientations that
make the local fossil energy achieve a critical value (while
the corresponding torque vanishes); its minimizer is the
orientation that the local fossil energy would enforce, if
it were the only energy at play.
It was first shown in [51] how the fossil energy may
be minimized when n is aligned along the direction
of minimum absolute principal curvature (e1, in our
parametrization). We shall see in the following section
that this is not generally the case: at hyperbolic points of
a shell, the curvature potential can induce a preferred di-
rection coincident with neither of the principal directions
of curvature.
A new interesting perspective on the energetics of flexi-
ble nematic shells was recently opened up by Selinger and
his co-workers [36]. Building upon the decomposition of
∇sn obtained from (12), it was proposed in [36] to write
W (n,∇sn) as the sum of two components, weighted by
different elastic constants. One component, the intrinsic
energy W (n,Dn), would be associated with the varia-
tions of n inside the surface, whereas the other compo-
nent, our fossil energyW (n,∇sn
(0)), would be associated
with the variations of n, as it were, outside the surface.
Such a dual treatment of the energy rests on the phys-
ical presumption that different costs should assigned to
distortions of different origins. In our theory, we have
set equal the elastic constants of both energies, for sim-
plicity. Adopting the point of view of [36] would simply
amount to divorce the elastic constants of the fossil en-
ergy from those of the intrinsic energy, resulting in more
freedom of action for the curvature potential W0 in (30).
IV. CURVATURE POTENTIAL EQUILIBRIA
The curvature potential (30) depends on the angle θ
that the director makes with the principal direction e1
corresponding to the principal curvature κ1 with, as cho-
sen above, κ21 ≤ κ
2
2. To find the director orientations
favoured by the curvature potential, we consider
dW0
dθ
=
1
2
sin 2θ
[
k3(κ
2
2 − κ
2
1) + cos 2θ(k2 − k3)(κ1 − κ2)
2
]
(31)
and
d2W0
dθ2
= cos 2θ k3(κ
2
2 − κ
2
1) + cos 4θ(k2 − k3)(κ1 − κ2)
2.
(32)
A. Equilibrium multiplicity and bifurcation
We start by discussing (31). First of all, at umbilical
points, where κ1 = κ2, the derivative is identically zero
and there is no preferred direction for the director.
Let us now assume that κ1 6= κ2. In the case of equal
elastic constants, k2 = k3, the only zeros of the derivative
are found when sin 2θ = 0, that is, at 0, pi, and ±pi/2,
which means that the director prefers to align along one
of the principal directions. The second derivative is pos-
itive if θ is zero or pi and negative when θ is ±pi/2. So
the director aligns along the principal direction corre-
sponding to the principal curvature with smaller absolute
value. The fossil energy densities for orientation along
the lines of principal curvature are W0|θ=0 =
1
2k3κ
2
1 and
W0|θ=pi/2 =
1
2k3κ
2
2.
In the case of unequal elastic constants, k2 − k3 6= 0,
there is the possibility that the term in square brackets
on the right-hand side of (31) might vanish. This is the
case if
cos 2θ0 = ξ (33)
where
ξ :=
k3
k3 − k2
×
κ2 + κ1
κ2 − κ1
. (34)
Provided that −1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, there are critical points at
±θ0 and pi ± θ0. The second derivative at the critical
points then is
d2W0
dθ2
= (κ2−κ1)
2(k2−k3)×


1− ξ, θ = 0,
1 + ξ, θ = pi/2,
ξ2 − 1, θ = ±θ0.
(35)
This shows that if k2 > k3, then both lines of principal
curvature are minimisers. As before, the absolute min-
imum is attained for alignment along 0 or pi, but align-
ment along ±pi/2 now corresponds to a local minimum.
The directions corresponding to cos 2θ0 = ξ yield the
maximum of the fossil free energy density.
6When k2 < k3, the situation is reversed. Along the
lines of principal curvature, maxima are attained, and the
minimum free energy density is found along the directions
corresponding to cos 2θ0 = ξ. The fossil energy density
for orientation along ±θ0 is
W0|θ=±θ0 =
1
2
k3
[
1
2
(κ21 + κ
2
2) +
1 + ξ2
4ξ
(κ21 − κ
2
2)
]
.
(36)
To discuss further the existence and stability of the
solution corresponding to (33), we define k := k2/k3 and
κ := κ1/κ2, so that we can write
ξ =
1
1− k
×
1 + κ
1− κ
. (37)
Because both k2 and k3 are positive, we have k ∈ [0,∞),
and with our choice of κ22 > κ
2
1, we have κ ∈ [−1, 1]. The
term 1+κ1−κ is always positive. It is less than one if and
only if κ is negative. The term 11−k is greater than one if
k < 1, that is if k2 < k3. It is negative if k > 1, that is if
k2 > k3, and its modulus can become arbitrarily small.
Figure 1 shows the regions in the k-κ-plane where this
solution exists. The solid line marks ξ = 1 (θ0 = 0),
and the dashed line marks ξ = −1 (θ0 = pi/2). The
solution is stable for k < 1 and unstable for k > 1. While
the unstable solution exists for all admissible ratios of
the principal curvatures, if only k is large enough, the
stable solution can only be found when κ < 0, that is at
hyperbolic points on the surface. When κ = −1, as long
as k 6= 1, we have ξ = 0 (θ0 = pi/4).
It should be noted that in the region of the k-κ-plane
delimited by the solid line in Fig. 1, the fossil energy is
minimised along two directions, symmetrically oriented
with respect to the principal direction of curvature e1
with minimum absolute principal curvature κ1. The re-
gion S0 on S where this is the case, if existing, is de-
limited by the curve where
κ = −
k
2− k
, k < 1, (38)
as easily follows from (37), upon setting ξ = 1. S0, if
not empty, is the bistable region for the fossil energy W0.
B. Curvature along lines of preferred directions
Suppose that the director is at an angle θ0 correspond-
ing to (33),
n = cos θ0e1 + sin θ0e2. (39)
The curvature κn in this direction is
κn = n · (∇sν)n = κ1 cos
2 θ0 + κ2 sin
2 θ0. (40)
As cos 2θ0 = ξ, we have cos
2 θ0 =
1
2 (1 + ξ) and sin
2 θ0 =
1
2 (1− ξ), so
κn =
1
2
[κ1 + κ2 + ξ(κ1 − κ2)]. (41)
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FIG. 2. Principal lines of curvature on the hyperbolic
paraboloid. Both panels of the figure show the same part
of the manifold, the view in the second panel is along the
z-axis, showing the projection onto the x-y-plane. The solid
lines correspond to the principal curvature with smaller abso-
lute value. If k2 = k3, the curvature potential would always
prompt the director to align along these lines.
7In the limiting cases of existence for this solution, it lines
up with the principal directions of curvature: when ξ = 1,
then κn = κ1, and when ξ = −1, then κn = κ2. In the ex-
treme case when k2 = 0, we have ξ =
κ2+κ1
κ2−κ1
, and it then
follows that κn = 0, independent of the actual manifold:
at hyperbolic points the director prefers to align along
directions of zero curvature.
In general, using (34) in (41) shows that
κn = H
k2
k2 − k3
, (42)
where H = 12 (κ1 + κ2) is the mean curvature. So κn
will normally neither be zero nor one of the principal
curvatures.
C. Example: hyperbolic paraboloid
To illustrate our results, we consider as an example the
hyperbolic paraboloid, a two-dimensional manifold which
has negative Gaussian curvature everywhere. It can be
represented in the form
f(x, y) = (x, y, h(x, y)) (43)
with the height of the manifold above the x-y-plane given
by h(x, y) = x2 − y2. All geometric properties of the hy-
perbolic paraboloid, such as the principal curvatures and
principal lines of curvature, can be expressed in terms of
the height function h and its derivatives [52, p. 137].
The principal lines of curvature are shown in Fig. 2,
with the solid lines corresponding to the lower fossil en-
ergy density.
In terms of polar coordinates (r, φ), the Gaussian cur-
vature K and the mean curvature H are
K = −
4
(1 + 4r2)2
and H = −
4r2 cos 2φ
(1 + 4r2)3/2
. (44)
As K < 0, all points are hyperbolic, so depending on the
ratio between k2 and k3 the orientation corresponding to
(33) can be the one favoured by the curvature potential.
We consider the two cases k2 = 0 and k2 =
1
2k3.
When k2 = 0, we have ξ =
κ2+κ1
κ2−κ1
, and from (37) it is
evident that 0 < ξ < 1 everywhere. Therefore, the solu-
tion corresponding to (33) minimises everywhere the cur-
vature potential and by (42) the director thus would align
along lines with vanishing curvature. It is known that the
hyperbolic paraboloid is a doubly-ruled surface [52, p.
155], and those rules are precisely the lines along which
the curvature potential would like to align the director,
see Fig. 3. Note that at every point of the manifold there
are two preferred directions with equal fossil energy den-
sity; the bistable region S0 is the whole of S .
When k2 6= 0, the orientation corresponding to (33)
only exists near the origin and near the quadrant-
bisectors where 0 ≤ ξ < 1. In this region, there are
two preferred directions, depicted in grey in Fig. 4 for
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FIG. 3. When k2 = 0, the director would like to align along
directions of zero curvature. In the case of the hyperbolic
paraboloid, the projections of these lines onto the x-y-plane
are lines with slope ±1.
the case where k2 =
1
2k3, and so ξ = 2
κ2+κ1
κ2−κ1
. In the
same figure, the single preferred orientation in regions
where ξ > 1 is shown in black: it is along the principal
direction with curvature with smaller absolute value. In
the same parametrization as in (44),
ξ =
∣∣∣∣∣
4r2 cos 2φ√
1 + 4r2 + 4r4 cos2 2φ
∣∣∣∣∣ , (45)
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FIG. 4. Directions with minimal fossil energy density for
k2 =
1
2
k3. Near the origin and the quadrant bisectors
0 ≤ ξ < 1. This is the bistable region for the fossil energy,
there the two preferred directions are depicted in grey. Where
ξ > 1, the director has only one preferred orientation, shown
in black: along the principal direction with curvature with
smaller absolute value. The dashed lines, along which ξ = 1,
delimit the bistable region, according to (46).
so that the bistable region S0 is now characterized by
r2 <
2 +
√
4 + 12 cos2 2φ
12 cos2 2φ
. (46)
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This paper is mainly concerned with the notion of a
fossil energy that arises in nematic shells upon properly
defining the local ground state of their distortion by use
of Levi-Civita’s parallel transport on surfaces. From the
perspective afforded by this notion, it is easily possible
to distinguish and categorize the different contributions
to the elastic energy of nematic shells.
Some studies, pioneered by [34] and [53],3 simply pro-
posed to disregard the fossil energy and to penalize only
the distortions built upon the ground state, which are
measured by the covariant gradient Dn of the nematic di-
rector field n. These are the intrinsic theories of nematic
shells. Other studies, of which presumably the oldest is
[35], followed by [55], [56], and [51],4 have duly incor-
porated the fossil energy into the energetics of nematic
shells, mostly advocating, however, a different interpre-
tation of its effects in terms of certain extrinsic geometric
features revealed by the flux lines of n.
From the latest studies, especially on applications
to generalized cylinders [22], a widespread opinion has
emerged, elevated to the dignity of heuristic principle in
[50], which in its proponents’ own words reads: “the ne-
matic elastic energy promotes the alignment of the flux
lines of the nematic director towards geodesics and/or
lines of curvature of the surface” [51]. The clear-cut dis-
tinction between distortional and fossil energies, which
we have based on an elementary argument, has unam-
biguously identified the antagonistic players striving for
a minimum. Clarity breeds novelty: the fossil energy acts
as a curvature potential that in general does not orient
n along the direction with minimum absolute principal
curvature, as is the case for cylinders. Actually, we prove
in Apppendix A that cylinders are very special, as they
are the only surfaces on which the fossil energy can be
uniformly minimized. Two equivalent, but distinct fossil
preferred orientations, none of which along a principal
direction of curvature, may arise at hyperbolic points of
the shell, where the Gaussian curvature is negative. A
noticeable example is offered by a quadratic saddle sur-
face, whose points are all hyperbolic.
It would be interesting to see whether inclusion of the
fossil energy in the shape functional studied by Giomi [61]
would affect the stability analysis (and the related shape
3 Occasionally, [54] is also indicated as a remote, inspiring an-
tecedent for these studies.
4 Contributions such as [57–60] should also be mentioned, for com-
pleteness, even if some are originating from the world of flexible
vesicles, rather than from that of rigid nematic shells.
9transformation) for the soft hyperbolic interfaces he con-
sidered. We know already from [56] that catenoids en-
dowed with a phenomenological ad hoc extrinsic energy,
not inherited from the fossil energy, induce on the ne-
matic director a generic preference to be oriented in the
direction of local maximum or minimum curvature, a
preference more pronounced in regions with higher cur-
vature anisotropy. We should ask whether the preference
for a skew fossil orientation would result in a different
energy landscape.
These are problems yet to be solved. One already tack-
led is the equilibrium problem for the elastic energy den-
sity in (26) on a circular toroidal shell [18, 49, 50] (see
also [62, 63] for parallel treatments with only intrinsic,
distortional energies, and [28] for an interesting applica-
tion to toroidal shells of a promising Onsager excluded
volume theory for wormlike polymer chains elaborated
by Chen [64]). But, unfortunately, this problem has only
been solved for the singular case where k2 = k3, which
by (27) implies that the fossil preferred direction coin-
cides with the direction of minimal absolute curvature
(that is, with either parallles or meridians). Since all
around the hole of the torus the Gaussian curvature is
negative, for k2 < k3 the fossil preferred directions are
different from both parallels and meridians. The equilib-
rium bifurcation pattern should arguably be richer than
anticipated for the case k2 = k3, where for sufficiently fat
tori the equilibrium director was found to bend towards
the meridians while swinging through the hole.
As our explicit example indicated, there may be two
equivalent, but distinct fossil preferred directions on the
shell. This should not come as a surprise, since in general
the fossil energy cannot be uniformly minimized by the
same orientation in the principal curvature frame, save
on generalized cylinders. One might think that bistabil-
ity of the fossil energy should herald defect formation,
in analogy to the criterion established by some intrinsic
theories according to which defects (of whatever topolog-
ical charge) are attracted to regions of negative Gaussian
curvature (and repelled from regions of positive Gaus-
sian curvature); see, in particular, [48, 65] for learning
more about this specific claim, and [66] for a broader, en-
lightening review. Though the connection between fossil
energy and defect formation is worth exploring, it may
turn out to be more complicated than expected. In gen-
eral, distortional and fossil energies compete one against
the other, just because a single fossil preferred direction
cannot be uniformly enforced; defects will arise wherever
such a competition cannot be smoothly resolved and the
system would rather prefer paying the extra cost that in
a doctored5 two-dimensional director theory is due by a
defect for the total energy to remain finite.
5 The divergence of the elastic energy at a point defect in a two-
dimensional setting is usually tamed by carving out a small core
about the defect and attributing to it a standard melting cost
[53].
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Appendix A: Surfaces with minimum fossil energy
In this appendix, we address two related issues, which
are perhaps of a more technical character.
First, returning to the expression in (11) for the mea-
sure of least distortion, we ask whether ∇sn
(0) could in-
deed be the gradient of a director field, at least locally.
The answer follows easily from the very parallel transport
construction: for ∇sn
(0) to be a gradient, it must be pos-
sible to parallel transport a unit vector n(0) around any
closed loop C on S generating no mismatch ∆n(0), that
is,
∆n(0) =
∫
C
[∇sn
(0)]tds = 0, (A1)
where t denotes the unit tangent along C and s is the
arc-length measured along it. There is an equivalent way
to express this condition. If the field n(0) exists, then
(see equation (88) of [40])
∆n(0) =
∫
SC
Kn
(0)
⊥ da = 0, (A2)
where a denotes the area measure, K = κ1κ2 is the
Gaussian curvature of S , n
(0)
⊥ := Nn
(0), and SC is
the portion of S delimited by C . Requiring (A2) to
be satisfied for all curves amounts to require that K ≡ 0,
which means that S is a developable surface. It is known
(see, for example, p. 448 of [67]) that a developable sur-
face is locally either a generalized cylinder, or a general-
ized cone, or a tangent developable. In all these cases,
we learn from (15) that a minimal distortion field n(0)
can be globally imprinted on S with α ≡ const (and so
Dn(0) ≡ 0), which in particular implies that the whole
distortion energy is fossil.
The second question we ask is whether in the cases
where the whole distortion energy is fossil there is a class
of surfaces S on which this energy can be minimized ev-
erywhere without introducing any extra local distortion.
To answer this question we first note that κ1 = 0, since
K = 0, and from the discussion in Sec. IVA above it fol-
lows that W0 is locally minimized by θ = 0. This results
in a global minimum only if the corresponding princi-
pal direction of curvature, e1 (and consequently also e2)
is parallel transported all along S . Our claim is that
among all developable surfaces only generalized cylinders
enjoy this property (thus justifying the role played by
these special shells in [22]). We shall only prove directly
that tangent developable surfaces do not enjoy this prop-
erty; a slight modification of the same argument would
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then allow the reader to conclude the proof for general-
ized cylinders and generalized cones.6
A tangent developable surface S is represented as fol-
lows (see, for example, p. 438 of [67]),
p(s, u) = r(s) + ut(s), (A3)
where r(s) is the striction curve of S , parametrized by
arc-length s, t(s) is the unit tangent to r(s), and u is
an additional parameter representing a length. Letting
both s and u depend on a further parameter t, so as to
describe a curve C on S , we easily see from that (A3)
that
p˙ = (s˙+ u˙)t+ s˙uσn, (A4)
where a superimposed dot denotes differentiation with
respect to t, σ is the principal curvature of r(s) and n
is its principal unit normal. Exploiting in (A4) the ar-
bitrariness of C , we easily see that the unit normal ν to
S coincides with the binormal unit vector b to r, from
which it follows that
ν˙ = (∇sν)p˙ = τ s˙n, (A5)
where τ is the torsion of r(s). Combining (A5) and (A4),
we can write
∇sν =
1
u
τ
σ
n⊗ n, (A6)
which shows that one principal direction of curvature is
t, with κ1 = 0, as expected, and the other is n, with
κ2 = u/τσ.
To see whether t and n are parallel transported on
S , it suffices to compute ∇sn. Denoting by a prime
differentiation with respect to s, we first compute
n˙ = (∇sn)p˙ = s˙n
′ = −s˙(σt + τν), (A7)
from which we obtain that
∇sn = −
1
u
n⊥ ⊗ n−
1
u
τ
σ
ν ⊗ n. (A8)
By (A6) and (11), we can also write the last term in (A8)
as
−
1
u
τ
σ
ν ⊗ n = ∇sn
(0), (A9)
thus concluding that n is not parallel transported on S ,
since ∇sn 6= ∇sn
(0).
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